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For an Android app tester, it is often needed to
trigger the specific behaviors of an app. However,
most of the existing Android GUI exploration tools
only pursue high code coverage, rather than trig-
gering the specific behaviors of an app [1, 2]. It
inevitably leads to the unnecessary time consump-
tion in the exploration process of an app if the
testers only care about some specific behaviors of
this app. Actually, methods of making a more
targeted GUI exploration tool had been studied by
some researchers [3–5], but for the reasons of time-
consuming, low performance, high error rate, etc.,
none of these methods is practical enough for the
testing work of large amounts of apps. Therefore,
we proposed a more practical and effective GUI
exploration tool—OA3E, which can drive a run-
ning app to trigger the specific behaviors which
the testers are most interested in. We consider
that API invocation is the intrinsic expression of
the program behavior. So our tool takes the spe-
cific API invocations as input and drives a running
app under test to trigger all these API invocations
in it.

OA3E is based on A3E [6], an open-source
and state-of-the-art Android GUI exploration tool.
The main principle of A3E is systematically ex-

ploring an app to exercise any activity and method
it can reach, trying best to improve code cover-
age. To make A3E be more focused on trigger-
ing the target API invocations, OA3E makes some
major improvements on A3E. Two static analysis
methods—activity filtering and GUI filtering—are
applied to judge whether an activity or GUI ele-
ment needs to be exercised. During the dynamic
exploration process, OA3E only exercises the ac-
tivities and GUI elements of an app that can lead
to target API invocations, and avoids wasting time
on those that cannot lead to target API invoca-
tions.

Activity filtering. For an Android app to be
tested, A+ is defined as the set of activities that
need to be exercised in this app and A− is the
opposite. Set A is defined as all the activities
in this app. Obviously, we have A = A+ + A−.
Extending activity to the three types of Android
components—activity, service, and broadcast re-
ceiver, we have C+, C−, C and the relationship
C = C+ + C−. For an activity a ∈ A+, G+

a is
defined as the set of GUI elements that need to
be exercised and G−

a is the opposite. Set Ga is
defined as all the GUI elements in activity a.

Under the circumstance of not starting a new
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component, if exercising component c can lead
to target API invocation i, we call component c

can reach i inside the component, represented by
c ≫ i. Similarly, c ≫ j represents that c can
reach a component start invocation j (e.g., “star-
tActivity”) inside the component. As an exten-
sion, c ≫ I and c ≫ J represent that c can lead to
a set of target API invocations and a set of compo-
nent start invocations respectively. For each com-
ponent start invocation j, cj is defined as the tar-

get component started by j and c
j
→ cj or c → cj

represents this component start relationship.
For each component in an Android app to be

tested, whether it needs to be exercised can be
determined by Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. For a component c ∈ C, known
c ≫ I, c ≫ J , the following three rules are used
to determine whether c is in C+ or C−:

(1) If I 6= ∅, then c ∈ C+.
(2) If I = ∅ ∧ J = ∅, then c ∈ C−.
(3) Known I = ∅ ∧ J 6= ∅, if ∀j ∈ J , cj ∈ C−,

then c ∈ C−. Otherwise, c ∈ C+.
After C+ and C− are obtained, A+ and A−

which are the results of Activity Filtering can be
got by A+ = {c | c ∈ C+ and c is an activity} and
A− = {c | c ∈ C− and c is an activity}.

GUI filtering. We use g to represent a GUI el-
ement and h to represent a GUI event handler.
h = H(g) is used to represent that h is the event
handler of g. Under the circumstance of not start-
ing a new component, if exercising event handler h
can lead to target API invocation i, we call event
handler h can reach i inside the component, rep-
resented by h ≫ i. Similarly, h ≫ j represents
that h can reach a component start invocation j

inside the component. As an extension, h ≫ I and
h ≫ J represent that h can lead to a set of target
API invocations and a set of component start in-
vocations respectively. For each component start

invocation j, h
j
→ cj or h → cj represents that

component cj can be started by h.
For an activity a ∈ A+, H+

a is defined as the set
of GUI event handlers that need to be exercised
in activity a and H−

a as the set of GUI event han-
dlers that need not. Set Ha is defined as all the
GUI event handlers in activity a. Obviously, we
have Ha = H+

a + H−
a . The construction method

of H+
a and H−

a is shown by Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. For a GUI event handler h ∈ Ha,
known h ≫ I, h ≫ J , the following three rules are
used to determine whether h is in H+

a :
(1) If I 6= ∅, then h ∈ H+

a .
(2) If I = ∅∧J 6= ∅, and ∃j ∈ J , make cj ∈ C+,

then h ∈ H+
a .

(3) Known h′ ∈ H+
a , if there exists an object

be used in the path of h′ ≫ I or h′ ≫ J , and its
value can be changed by h, then h ∈ H+

a .

After each GUI event handler in Ha is processed
according to Theorem 2, OA3E can get H+

a . Then
H−

a can also be got by H−
a = Ha − H+

a . With
H+

a and H−
a , G+

a and G−
a can be constructed by

Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. For a GUI element g ∈ Ga, the fol-
lowing two rules are used to determine whether g
is in G+

a or G−
a :

(1) If ∃h = H(g), and if h ∈ H+
a , then g ∈ G+

a ,
else if h ∈ H−

a , then g ∈ G−
a .

(2) If ∃h ∈ H+
a , and the value of GUI object

corresponding to g is used by h, then g ∈ G+
a .

For a GUI element g in activity a, we define f

as the GUI feature combination of g, represented
by f = F (g). If f can uniquely identify g in activ-
ity a, we call g is unique. F+

a and F−
a are defined

as the sets of GUI unique features combinations
of GUI elements in activity a that need to be ex-
ercised and need not respectively, namely, F+

a =
{f | f = F (g), g ∈ G+

a and f is unique} and F−
a

= {f | f = F (g), g ∈ G−
a and f is unique}.

OA3E mainly cares about three types of
features—view ID, displayed text and GUI ele-
ment type. We define these features as α, β and γ

respectively. A GUI element can be uniquely iden-
tified by the following three feature combinations:
〈α, γ〉, 〈β, γ〉 and 〈γ〉.

Not all GUI elements can be found their corre-
sponding unique features. To solve this problem,
OA3E creates a boolean variable “exerciseOther”
for each activity. If the value of “exerciseOther”
for an activity a is “true”, it means that except
for the GUI elements whose feature combinations
are in F+

a , some other GUI elements in this ac-
tivity also need to be exercised, but OA3E cannot
identify them. On this condition, OA3E needs to
exercise any GUI elements in this activity except
for the GUI elements that possess features in F−

a .
On the contrary, if the value of “exerciseOther”
is “false”, it means that all the GUI elements in
G+

a can be found the corresponding feature com-
binations in F+

a , OA3E only needs to exercise
the GUI elements that possess features in F+

a for
activity a.

After the process of GUI Filtering, OA3E builds
a map Mapa = {〈a, (F+

a , F−
a , exerciseOther)〉 | a ∈

A+}, “a” means one of the activities in A+ and
the three tuple (F+

a , F−
a , exerciseOther) is its cor-

responding GUI elements information which can
tell OA3E’s Automatic Explorer that in this ac-
tivity, which GUI elements need to be exercised
and which need not.
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Algorithm 1 OA3E’s targeted and oriented exploration

Require: SATG S = (A,E), A+,Mapa;
1: Procedure TAOE(S)
2: for each node ai in A that is entry activity and ai is in

A+ do

3: switch to activity ai;
4: currentA← ai;
5: for each edge ai → aj in E do

6: if aj is an exported activity and aj is in A+ then

7: switch to activity aj ;
8: currentA← aj ;
9: S′

← get subgraph of S from aj ;
10: TAOE(S′);
11: end if

12: end for

13: Ga ← extract GUI elements of currentA;
14: Get (F+

a , F−

a , exerciseOther) from Mapa;
15: for each gi in Ga do

16: if (exerciseOther is false and F (gi) ∈ F+
a ) or (ex-

erciseOther is true and F (gi) /∈ F−

a ) then

17: exercise gi;
18: if the current activity jumps to a not-yet-

explored activity ak and ak is in A+ then

19: S′
← get subgraph of S from ak ;

20: currentA← ak;
21: TAOE(S′);
22: end if

23: end if

24: end for

25: end for

OA3E and GUI exploration. After the process
of Activity Filtering and GUI Filtering, the fol-
lowing information can be obtained: A+, A− and
the map Mapa. It can be considered that activi-
ties in A+ need to be exercised and activities not
in A+ need not to be exercised. For each activ-
ity a ∈ A+, OA3E takes its corresponding three
tuple (F+

a , F−
a , exerciseOther) from Mapa. If “ex-

erciseOther=false”, OA3E considers that GUI el-
ements that possess features in F+

a need to be ex-
ercised. Else if “exerciseOther=true”, it considers
that GUI elements that do not possess features in
F−
a need to be exercised. OA3E’s exploration algo-

rithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm,
A+ and Mapa are defined as static objects which
can be used in the whole process of the algorithm.
In lines 2, 6 and 18, the same judgment is added to
judge whether the target activity is in A+. If the
target activity is in A+, it needs to be exercised.
Otherwise, it needs not to be exercised. In this
way, OA3E can avoid wasting time on exercising
the activities that cannot lead to the target API
invocations.

Evaluation. 100 popular apps from Google
Play were randomly downloaded to test OA3E’s
performance. We had mainly done two experi-
ments to evaluate OA3E’s effectiveness and ef-
ficiency in triggering the target API invoca-
tions. In the first experiment, we used 21 APIs

which require permission “INTERNET” or
“READ PHONE STATE” to be invoked as the
target APIs to test these 100 apps. OA3E and
A3E were used to test each of the 100 apps once
respectively, and a results comparison between the
two tools had been made. Results showed that
OA3E is more efficient in triggering the target
API invocations than A3E. The average test time
of OA3E is only 44.79% of A3E’s. In the second
experiment, one of the 100 apps was choosed to
study the factors that affect OA3E’s performance.
Results showed that OA3E’s total test time is pos-
itively related to the target APIs number and size
of A+ of each app. Therefore, if OA3E considers
less APIs, or the distribution of these APIs in the
app under test is more concentrated, then OA3E
would cost less test time and be more efficient
than A3E.
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